Correlations between grasp-reflex strengths and serum thyroid-hormone levels depending upon sex and familial sinistrality in human neonates: importance of genetically predetermined cerebral organization.
Relations of grasp-reflex strengths to serum free-thyroid hormone levels were studied in human neonates. In right-dominant (RH) males and females without familial sinistrality (-FS), grasp-reflex strengths from right (R) and left (L) inversely correlated with serum triiodothyronine (T3). In RH, +FS males, grasp-reflex strengths from R and L hands directly correlated with T3 (no correlations in RH, +FS females). There was no significant correlation between grasp reflex and T3 in non-right-handed (NRH), -FS neonates. In NRH +FS neonates, there was a significant negative linear correlation between grasp reflex from left and T3 only in NRH, +FS males. The following correlations were found between grasp reflex and thyroxine (T4): direct relation in RH, +FS males and females; inverse relation in NRH, -FS females only for the right hand; inverse correlations in NRH, +FS females. The R-L grasp reflex directly correlated with T3 in RH, -FS males, and inversely correlated with T3 in RH, -FS females (no significant correlations in others). These results indicated that thyroid hormones may influence cerebral maturation and lateralization differentially according to genetically predetermined cerebral organization. The generalizations of the hormonal effects on, at least, cerebral functioning would be wrong, if the genetically predetermined main features of the brain are neglected.